Sliding Door
ASSA ABLOY SL500 Telescopic

ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems

Peerless precision meets unrivaled performance
Experience unparalleled telescopic performance

At last, a breakthrough in telescopic sliding door technology. The ASSA ABLOY SL500 Telescopic takes the benefit of improved clear door opening dramatically further by providing stellar and unparalleled performance for automatic telescopic sliding doors.

Telescopic doors offer a great benefit in the marketplace. By incorporating an additional sliding door active leaf, the packages allow you to gain additional clear door opening ... a welcome benefit in the tightest of spaces.

Smart. Strong. Revolutionary

The ASSA ABLOY SL500 Telescopic sets a new standard in telescopic performance by providing superior support and stability. By utilizing ASSA ABLOY’s exclusive “door on door” technology, the ASSA ABLOY SL500 Telescopic innovative design eliminates inferior suspended track systems by putting all the door weight to the structural portion of the automatic door header via two structural boxes with integrated replaceable aluminum tracks. One structural box is an integral part of the support beam and the other carries the slow and fast moving door leafs transferring all the weight and forces to the strongest portion of the support beam. This eliminates sagging and misaligned doors that that can bounce and rattle as they slide down the track.

ASSA ABLOY SL500 Telescopic System

- Exclusive “door on door” design
- Improved performance
- Opens 20% faster
- Double structural box for strength
- Energy-saving EcoDoor upgrades available
- 33% great clear door opening
- Stabilizing carrier technology
- Low energy consumption
- Simple to install and maintain
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